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Classifying Triangles

TERM DESCRIPTION SKETCH

A plane, closed figure formed by

Triangle jo i ning 3 norlcollinzø.r points.

A triangle is made up of three components:

Vertices: Q/ R

Sides:
j, QR/PP

Angles: p L Q/ R

Anglc

sue
One way to classify triangles is by the length of its sides.

TERM

O
Scalene

Isosceles

Equilateral

A triangle with

A triangle with 

Congrven+ 

A triangle with

DESCRIPTION SKETCH

congruent sides.

of congruent sides.

base anoles

congruent.

* all ant) les are congruen+
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Interior and Exterior Angles

The sum of the measures of the interior angles of a triangle is

Triangles can also be classified by the measure of its interior angles.

Period:

O

TERM

Acute

Obtuse

Right

Equiangular

DESCRIPTION SKETCH

A triangle in which angles have a

measure I than

A triangle in which has a measure

than CIO'

A triangle in which has a measure

-equal—to qo o

A triangle in which all angles are

EXAMPLE I Find the measure of the third angle of a triangle, if the first angle has a measure of 660

and the second angle measures 370 .
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EXAMPLE 2 Find the measure of each angle of ARST.

o mZR = X +3 X + x+qo go

mZS = zg0
140

xo x+40 O
mZT =

Practice Problem 1- Find the value of 'x

600
x

S x o xo

What type of triangle is this? Equiangular

What can you conclude about such triangles based on this example?

O All Its

Practice Problem 2 - Find the value of 'x'.

How would you classify ZJ and ZL in this example? Complemen+tdl/

What can you conclude about such angles in a right triangle?

Wilf always qo.o
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An exterior angle of a triangle is formed by one side of the triangle, and the extension of an adjacent

side.

To find the measure of an exterior angle of a triangle, add the two remote interior angles.

EXAMPLE 3 Find the measure of Z 1.

80

80 4. : L

Ito 40 F
1200

Practice Problem 3 - In AXYZ, mZX = 63 0 and mZZ 640, find rnZZYR.

z
Ex {-æ=
63 Hoq = el

LtYR

m ZZYR= x Y R

Practice Problem 4 - In AEFG, mZG = (llx — , mZF = (8x + 4)0, and mZFEH = (17x + 10) 0 . Find

mZF.

F
+11 l?x+J0

OlY-z)0 E H

360

= 36


